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Ai visual anthropologist of contemporary

American culture, Viola Frey is as receptive to

learning from Women 's Wear Daily and National

Geographic as from the cultural theoreticians

Claude Levi-Strauss and George Kubler; she

spends nearly as much money on books and

periodicals as on art supplies. Her discourse is

directed to the exposition of American middle-

class values; her mode is the revelatory celebra-

tion of kitsch, of the trite, and of the average.

Unusually sensitive to human relationships, she

is a brilliant decoder of the ceremonies of self-

presentation and deportment, the ironies of

dress and body language.

Along with her wide reading, Frey served a

curious but effective apprenticeship. For nearly

twenty years, from 1962 to 1980, she chose not

to drive or own a car. This willed commitment to

public transportation—eccentric for a Califor-

nian—derived from her desire to observe with-

out distraction her surroundings and their in-

habitants. Traveling on buses and trains and,

earlier, working at routine jobs to support her-

self, Frey relished the anonymity and average-

ness of her circumstances. The public character

of the commuter bus creates a climate of neu-

trality, of indifference to other travelers, and, as a

consequence, a respect for privacy. Such re-

sponses were crystallized for Frey in a memora-

ble bus trip when her fellow riders failed to

observe that she was wearing her coat inside

out. She now recalls the accidental exposure of

its vivid lining as a badge of acceptance. Dunng

these years, Frey honed her perceptions of

clothing and its wearers. Indeed clothing most

often carries her message: that superficial,

quotidian appearances reveal the social and

cultural structure of American society.

Frey's need to transform and upgrade the

ordinary began in childhood. All the people on

her family's rural vineyard seemed to be inveter-

ate hoarders. Even abandoned machinery was

left where it stopped working, to be pictur-

esquely reclaimed by nature. With her brothers,

Frey dug in trash heaps filled with discarded,

often despised "made in Japan" items. Colorful,

glazed china bits were saved treasures amid the

bleak solitude of the farm. These fragments and

the everyday ephemera around her family's

house were her visual culture. It was this ka-

leidoscope of childhood imagery that later be-

came the wellspring of her mature art.

Not surprisingly, as an adult, Frey de-

veloped a great fondness for flea markets, for the

recycled and reseen discards of peripatetic Cali-

fornia society. She came to appreciate china

bric-a-brac collectibles as "a frozen presence far

beyond their value. They became images from

childhood, memories enlarged and scary." As an

artist, around 1970, she "decided to make them

big—take them out of the crib and off the coffee

table, make them myths of childhood. I altered

their colors using overglazes to give them alert-

ness and vividness and to unfreeze them."

Frey had first pursued clay as an artistic

medium while attending community college in

the early 1950s. Its three-dimensionality ap-

pealed to her, but she also perceived that clay

could unify "all the resources of drawing, of

painting, of color, light, gloss, matte, of solids, of

space." A workshop in the late winter of 1957

with Mark Rothko at Tulane University im-

pressed upon her the power of color and its

interactive sensations. A little over a decade

later, she began polychroming her clay sculp-

ture. The effect was to diminish the inherent

three-dimensionality of her medium, bringing

the sculpture closer to her concurrent painting

and drawing. These advances, along with her

growing affection for flea markets, remformed

her art.

Frey's aesthetic shift was reinforced in

1975 when she moved from the depressed and

dangerous confines of the inner city to an airy,

large house in Oakland, California. Its verdant,

light-filled backyard gave her greater working

and storage space. The interiors of her stately

house soon took on the intoxicating clutter of

the flea market. Busy clusters of bric-a-brac,

accumulated art, and piled reading matter sur-

round the visitor and her sculpture spills out into

the backyard with its large firing studio.



Still Life with Figunnes. 1981

Within Frey's highly productive career, this

survey addresses the period from 1980 on, when

her work achieved a new ambition and scale.

Her preparations for her 1981 retrospective at

the Crocker Art Museum, Sacramento, offered

her an opportunity to assess her strengths. She

now sought, even in her still-life assemblages,

greater vertically. To this end, she began her

series of single, over-life-size ceramic figures, as

well as large and complex paintings.

These new developments had been pre-

ceded by intricate decorated plates and as-

semblages of piled and painted china figures

and souvenirs. Frey made clay molds of her flea-

market finds, then press-molded, assembled,

and glazed the results; she also slip-cast com-

mercial molds. Despite her current emphasis on

the large-scale figure, Frey continues to make

plate and still-life assemblages, sucn as Still Life

with Figurines. Its reformulated salvages begin

as memory triggers but, after passing through

the molding process, lose their specificity and

become generalized. Garth Clark has in-

sightfully connected Frey's recycling activity

with "bricolage," a thesis of Claude Levi-

Strauss' The Savage Mind, which Frey had read

attentively She posited herself as a "bricoleur"—

a puttering handyman—Levi-Strauss' meta-

phor for an individual who works within the

"constraints imposed by a particular state of

civilization" and "builds up structures by fitting

together events, or rather the remains of

events." Frey's equation of bncoleui and artist

manifests a seminal twentieth-century aes-

thetic inaugurated in Cubist collage, which in-

troduced fragments of real things into high art.

Frey's assemblages have their American prece-

dents m the art of Robert Rauschenberg and a

succession of sculptors from David Smith to

Richard Stankiewicz, Louise Nevelson, John

Chamberlain, and Mark di Suvero. Among her

Californian confederates, Robert Hudson,

Richard Shaw, and William T. Wiley have all

mingled and aestheticized refuse. A California

funk surrealism attends Frey's assemblages.

She frequently fuses her still-life elements into

nightmare mutants that assault our sense of

beauty, taste, and narrative continuity.

Frey's ceramic plates also reveal her bn-

coleui's ability to fashion something from odds

and ends. These non-functional plates cannot

be classified as either traditional painting or

sculpture. The vessel has turned pictorial and its

narrative, like its circular border, flows in-

conclusively. Using replica bric-a-brac objects,

Frey concocts from the trite a complex cultural

nanative. In Grandmother Plate, the most pic-

torial of the plates, an aggressive specter ap-

pears in place of the doting archetype. Repre-

sentative of the past, the ghostly matriarch

sticks her tongue out at the viewer. Pegasus

Plate and Green Suit Plate are more sculptural.

The specter-headed horseman m Pegasus Plate

rides above slip-casts of a bird m flight and a

red-roofed building. This structure is actually a

cast of a glass "Booze Bank"—a souvenir bottle,

emptied of liquor and filled with coins; when

shattered it permits its owner to buy more liquor.

In Green Suit Plate, doll heads and a faltering

businessman collide discordantly. Frey's mix-



tures of the broken and the whole, the cast and

the drawn, the prosaic and the fantastic codify

the fragmentation of contemporary life.

Frey's paintings record her own environ-

ment more directly. The mam room of her

Oakland house, with her figurines exploding

from her crammed storage closet, is shown in

Studio View—Man in Doorway. In both of the

paintings in this exhibition, her blue-suited Go-

liaths of respectability are confronted by agi-

tator figurines. For these men, darkness is the

doorway of flight from a frenzied dance of fan-

tasy. The giant and the miniature, the real and

the imagined are entwined. Frey's new paint-

ings permit a multiplicity and interaction that

supersede any other aspects of her art. Monu-

mentalizing her distinctive imagery, they—

along with her recent large-scale figures—con-

stitute her most important works to date.

Since 1981 Frey has completed more than

twenty single, over-life-size, figures, of which

ten are included here. She chose this monumen-

tal format as the most forthright enunciation of

her underlying concern with the figure. Frey's

earlier "portraits" of average people had been

life-size or smaller, and they were realized in

duplicate. For, to avoid the portraits' being per-

Pegasus Plate. 1983-84

ceived as static, she exhibited these paired fig-

ures as a single work. The recent, big sculptures

are solitary figures. They are constructed, like

an upright puzzle, in sections that weigh no

more than fifty pounds, the maximum weight

Frey can lift without assistance. She keeps the

sections to a scale that can easily be accommo-

dated in the kiln for their numerous firings. In an

early example such as Front Man, she used a

simpler, two-part construction that necessitated

an elongation verging on caricature. As Frey has

remarked of this piece, her subject is not a man,

but a lanky, growing teenager in an ill-fitting

suit, a memory of one of her brothers.

The later men and women are thicker,

more massive, and generalized. Frey lets the

proportions change as she builds the figures.

Though for authenticity's sake the clothing is

carefully copied from secondhand store attire,

she no longer works from specific models. The

figures seem to belong to some unplaceable

decade between 1920 and 1960 when women

routinely dressed m strongly patterned prints

and men wore ties with tightly buttoned suits.

Her blue-suited men are aging executives firmly

poised halfway up the corporate ladder. In Frey's

vision, blue invests the male figures with both

respectability and power. Color carries a dif-

ferent message for the young subject of Fire Suit,

whom Frey dressed "for a job interview at Tower

Records." Atypically, she had another, very spe-

cific, characteristic in mind, fashioning him as

"a physical culturist of high energy but non-

destructive instincts." The active prints of the

women's dresses likewise suggest an arrested

energy. Frey's women are in control. They stand

at the same scale as her men and, if anything,

are more physically alert than their rigid, though

equally muted, counterparts. Despite such gen-

der distinctions, Frey's men and women share a

statuesque vividness that elevates them into

sovereigns of averageness.

The big Frey figure is constructed with

several notable stylizations. The women's pom-

padours and their pumps and the men's white-

collar dress code invoke the official costumery of



middle-class America. For both sexes, Frey

avoids hats because they lock the figure into an

overly specific time frame. Partly for reasons of

construction, arms and hands are kept close to

the body, and a rudimentary grammar of gesture

prevails. Because ancient sculpture did not in-

clude teeth, Frey also omits them. The mouth is

prominent in the women, barely acknowledged

in certain of the earliest male figures—as if ac-

tion and not speech is all that is called for. The

scale of these figures—the expanses of color

needed to cover their clothing—provides sur-

faces of tremendous abstraction. Frey rejects

the delicacy of china painting and the linear

detail of her smaller pieces for a more robust

painterliness—color adds vitality to her immo-

bile figures. A Fauve palette is found in the

faces of many of the subjects and, though non-

naturalistic, these hues are enormously expres-

sive. In execution, the painted fabrics and faces

have a gestural looseness like that of the Ab-

stract Expressionism which dominated the art

scene dunng Frey's years in New York.

If Levi-Strauss' The Savage Mind was a

source for Frey's thinking about detritus and

assemblage, George Kubler's insights in The

Shape of Time serve as an accompanying text

for Frey's single figures. Especially pertinent is

Kubler's discussion of "the classing and propa-

gation of things." As technological change has

accelerated in the twentieth century, mass pro-

duction and standardization have permitted un-

precedented replication of things and, thereby,

of experience. Kubler's distinction between the

original "prime object, " and its discarded or rep-

licated states is provocatively eroded in Frey's

recent totems. The flea-market replica figurine

is laboriously rebuilt by Frey as a prime object.

These immobile sentinels, while isolated,

imply the presence of a correlative. They engage

the viewer in an unequal dialogue. Intimi-

datingly large, they glower and tower over their

human counterparts, turning the viewer into a

figurine. Grown-up versions of Frey's beloved

bric-a-brac, they amplify her dictum that

"figurines function in order to make acceptable

Man m Circle of Figurines, 1983

those things our culture finds unacceptable." In

Frey's regiment of huge figures, kitsch and the

stereotype are mirrors of American cultural

content.

Clay has traditionally been associated with

craft rather than with fine art in America, so that

Viola Frey, who works primarily in ceramic, has

not received full recognition as a serious sculp-

tor. In fact, clay is but one of the media Frey

employs and it is only the starting point for her

creative concerns. Content more than refine-

ment of craft is her ultimate objective. Frey tran-

scends the functionalism and intimacy of scale

usually connected with clay in order to employ

this medium—along with painting, drawing,

and, most recently, bronze—as a vehicle of

cultural explication.

Patterson Sims

Associate Curator, Permanent Collection



Works in the Exhibition
Dimensions are in inches, height precedes width

precedes depth
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Grandmother Plate, 1980

Ceramic, 27 x 5

Collection of the artist, courtesy of the

Quay Gallery, San Francisco

Front Man, 1981

Ceramic, 86 x 23 x 13

Collection of Sherry Remez Wagner and

Ethan J. Wagner

Still Life with Figunnes, 1981

Ceramic, 30 x 10 x 10 (without base)

Collection of the artist, courtesy of the

Quay Gallery, San Francisco

Power Blue Suit, 1982

Ceramic, 92 x 43 x 21

Collection of Gilda and Hank Buchbinder

Untitled (My E A/82), 1982

Ceramic, 85 x 15 x 17

Collection of Dr. and Mrs. Michael S. Landy

Fire Suit, 1982-83

Ceramic, 98 x 32 x 23

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Byron and Eileen

Cohen

Studio View—Man in Doorway, 1982-83

Alkyd oil on canvas, 105 x 155

Collection of the artist, courtesy of the

Quay Gallery, San Francisco

Green Suit Plate, m3
Ceramic, 25V2 x 3

Asher/Faure Gallery, Los Angeles

Man m Blue 1, 1983

Ceramic, 108 x 32 x 26

The Oakland Museum; Gift of The Collectors

Gallery

Man m Circle of Figurines, 1983

Alkyd oil on canvas, 76 x 55

Asher/Faure Gallery, Los Angeles

Me Man, 1983

Ceramic, 99 x 30 x 24

Collection of Bill Bartman

Woman m Blue and Yellow 11, 1983

Ceramic, 104 x 26V2 x 17

Asher/Faure Gallery, Los Angeles

Woman in Flowered Dress, 1983

Ceramic, %Vz x 24 x I6V2

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Richard S.

Rosenzweig

He Man, 1983-84

Ceramic, 110 x 30 x 3

Collection of the artist, courtesy of the

Quay Gallery, San Francisco

Pegasus Plate, 1983-84

Ceramic, 27 x 4

Collection of Byron Meyer

Red Tiger Striped Silk Dress, 1983-84

Ceramic, 91 x 31 x 21

Private collection

Front cover:

Woman in Blue and Yeliow n, 1983,

Man in Blue 1, 1983



Chronology

1933

Born on family's vineyard in Lodi, California,

second of four children.

1952-53

Studies art at Stockton Delta College, Stockton,

California.

1953-56

Under Richard Diebenkom, studies painting as

a major at California College of Arts and Crafts,

Oakland. Fellow students include Robert Bech-

tle, Charles Gill, and Manuel Neri; takes an elec-

tive course in ceramics with Vernon Coykendall

Viola Frey with Power Blue Suit, 1982

and Charles Fiske. In 1954 first contact with

work of Japanese ceramic master Rosanjin.

Shifts from pamting to ceramics art major.

1957

Studies ceramics with Cathenne Choy at Tulane

University, New Orleans ; George Rickey is chair-

man of department, Mark Rothko a visiting art-

ist. Receives M.F.A.

1957-58

Moves to Portchester, New York, to work at the

cooperative Clay Art Center with Henry

Okamoto, Jeff Schlanger, and its founder,

Catherine Choy. Commutes to New York City to

job in the bookkeeping department at The Mu-

seum of Modern Art. 1958 exhibitions of Jasper

Johns' work and of figurative paintings by

Richard Diebenkom are important influences.

1960

Returns to North Beach area of San Francisco

and takes a job at Macy's department store in

credit department; continues study of ceramics

at California College of Arts and Crafts, even-

tually becoming shop assistant there.

1961

Exhibits in "American Craftsmen, " University of

Illinois, Urbana; "San Francisco Potters." De

Young Museum, San Francisco (also included in

De Young exhibitions in 1962, 1965, and 1966).

1962

Moves to economically depressed area of San

Francisco. Making decision not to drive, she

routinely uses public transportation until 1980.

Exhibits in "Young Amencans," Museum of

Contemporary Crafts, New York.

1964

Robert Arneson exhibition of ceramic toilets

and trophies prompts her to employ everyday

objects.

1965

Purchases Victonan house with proceeds from

weekend sale of her ceramic work and other

possessions. Builds her first ceramics studio.

Becomes a part-time ceramics instructor at Cal-



ifomia College of Arts and Crafts Exhibits in

"Crocker Invitational." Crocker Art Museum,

Sacramento

1967-69

Summer workshop at the School of The Art In-

stitute of Chicago (1967). Discovers Field Mu-

seum of Natural History in Chicago, where she

observes clay objects treated with reverence,

with no distinction made between the utilitarian

and the aesthetic First one-artist exhibition,

Chabot Community College, Hayward, Califor-

nia (1968); includes life-size, monochromatic

nudes and sgraffito drawings. Color becomes a

central feature of her ceramic work. Makes pho-

tos of light on objects, which she calls "cultural

artifacts," at Alameda and other flea markets in

the San Francisco area. Begins to focus upon

and collect china knicknacks and figunnes and

disposes of most non-ceramic ethnic objects

and other possessions

1970

Quits job at Macy's to devote full time to her art

and teaching; invited by the painting depart-

ment to teach a color workshop.

1973-74

Group and then solo exhibition at Wenger Gal-

lery, San Francisco (1974); her subjects include,

by her description, "endangered animals and

endangered and non-endangered people."

1975

Purchases house m Oakland; builds a large ce-

ramics studio in the backyard. One-artist ex-

hibitions at Hank Baum's galleries in San Fran-

cisco and in Century City, California, and

Wenger Gallery, La Jolla.

1976-77

Begins figurative enlargements; makes first

assembled, slip-cast, still-life sculptures.

1978

Participates in "Soap Box Derby," San Francisco

Museum of Modem Art. Makes ceramic por-

traits of archetypal Amencans and grandmother

figures.

1979

Exhibits in "A Century of Ceramics in the Umted

States," Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, New

York; exhibition travels to three other museums.

1980

Exhibits in "Contemporary Ceramics: A Re-

sponse to Josiah Wedgwood.
'

' Buten Museum of

Wedgwood , Pennsylvania . After five years of not

selling or exhibiting recent work, first one-artist

exhibition at Quay Gallery, San Francisco. Work

becomes better known.

1981

"Viola Frey: Retrospective," Crocker Art Mu-

seum, Sacramento (abndged versions of the ex-

hibition traveled through 1983 to seven other

institutions).

1982
'

' Viola Frey : Figures
, '

' California State University,

Fullerton; exhibits in "100 Years of California

Sculpture," The Oakland Museum; "Art and/or

Craft: USA and Japan," Hokuriku Hoso Kaikan,

MRO Gallery, Japan.

1983

One-artist exhibition at Quay Gallery, San

Francisco, includes large-scale ceramic male

and female figures and large oil paintings.

1984

One-artist exhibition at Asher/Faure Gallery,

Los Angeles, of large figures, small bronzes,

plates, and paintings. Exhibition at the Green-

berg Gallery, St. Louis, includes assemblages,

still lifes, and paintings.
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